Physiological Effects of Smoke Exposure on Deciduous and Conifer Tree Species
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Smoke from forest fires can persist in the environment for weeks and while there is a substantial amount of literature examining the effects of smoke exposure on seed germination, the effects of smoke on leaf function are nearly uninvestigated. The objective of this study was to compare growth and primary and secondary metabolic responses of deciduous angiosperm and evergreen conifer tree species to short smoke exposure. Twenty minutes of smoke exposure resulted in a greater than 50% reduction in photosynthetic capacity in five of the six species we examined. Impairment of photosynthesis in response to smoke was a function of reductions in stomatal conductance and biochemical limitations. In general, deciduous angiosperm species showed a greater sensitivity than evergreen conifers. While there were significant decreases in photosynthesis and stomatal conductance, smoke had no significant effect on growth or secondary defense compound production in any of the tree species examined.

1. Introduction

Fire has shaped terrestrial plant communities for the last 350 million years [1]. In the Intermountain West, fire has had an integral role in structuring plant communities with typical fire return intervals between 35 and 200 years [2]. Smoke produced from fires varies with the fuel loads, intensity, and duration of burning, and can persist in the air for weeks [3]. A better understanding of the responses of plants to smoke is becoming increasingly more relevant as longer growing seasons and increased drought frequency and duration projected under future climate scenarios are expected to result in an increase in wildfires [4].

Nearly all of the studies that examine the effects of smoke on plant physiology and development have been tied to seed germination [5]. Relatively little is known about how smoke influences primary and secondary metabolism in plants. Davies and Unam [6] studied the effects of forest fires in Indonesia on photosynthesis and found that despite increases in CO2 from the fires, photosynthetic rates were lowered. Gilbert and Ripley [7] showed that smoke exposure reduced stomatal conductance, CO2 assimilation rate, and intercellular leaf CO2 concentrations.

In theory, smoke could reduce photosynthesis through physical and/or chemical processes. Physically, smoke production can lead to high-vapor pressure deficits that can trigger stomatal closure [8]. Chemically, over 100 compounds have been identified in smoke [9]. Of those that have been identified, many are known to have physiologically effects on plants, including NO2 [10], CO2, SO2, and O3 [11]. O3 has been linked to the destruction of chlorophyll [12] and has also been shown to inhibit the K+ channels that regulate guard cell function and in turn controls stomatal opening [13]. SO2 reduces stomatal conductance [14], inhibits photosynthetic oxygen evolution and electron transport, and inactivates Calvin-cycle enzymes [15–17]. When combined, NO2 and SO2 mixtures have shown to additively inhibit photosynthesis [18]. Long-term exposures to NO2 and SO2 show subsequent reductions in superoxide dismutase and glutathione reductase [19], which are major antioxidant enzymes in plants [19, 20]. The disabling of antioxidant enzyme function in conjunction with high levels of ozone, a powerful pro-oxidant, may promote oxidative stress during extended smoke exposure.

Changes in environmental conditions following a fire can reduce biotic stress pressure experienced by plants. Moritz
and Odion [21] found a strong relationship between the absence of infection of Phytophthora ramorum and time since last burn. They suggested that fire may inhibit pathogen activity by increasing the availability of Ca, which is crucial for plant resistance to disease [22]. Drier microclimates following fire can limit fungal pathogen growth [23], and Schwartz et al. [24] proposed that the fungicidal properties of smoke reduced fungal infection and growth on leaves [24].

Smoke is a highly complex chemical cocktail with plant active compounds that can provide information to plants in ecosystems that have recently experienced fire. For example, smoke is used as a cue by seeds in some fire adapted plant species as a signal that conditions are favorable for germination, for example, [25]. Butenolide 3-methyl-2H-furo[2,3-c]pyran-2-one is a compound in smoke that induces germination [26]. It is unknown how the seed perceives the butenolide but there is evidence that it triggers germination by facilitating uptake of water [27]. As there are many changes in environmental conditions after a fire (e.g., reduction in competition, nutrient pulses in the soil and decreased pathogen loads), plants may use smoke as an environmental cue to initiate other adaptive metabolic and growth responses.

Condensed tannins and phenolic glycosides are foliar defense compounds that plants often produce in very high concentrations (up to 30% dry weight in some species) to defend themselves against herbivory and pathogen attack [28, 29]. Allocation of resources to defense chemistry production results in a tradeoff where growth potential is reduced [30, 31]. Plasticity in defense chemistry production in response to shifts in environmental conditions has been demonstrated [32, 33]. In a postfire scenario, a reduction in pathogen and insect pressure may result in a reduced need for high levels of secondary defense compounds and thereby allow for a greater resource allocation to growth and reproduction.

Here we investigate the responses of three deciduous angiosperm (Populus tremuloides, Acer glabrum, Quercus gambelii) and three evergreen conifer (Pinus ponderosa, Pseudotsuga menziesii, and Picea pungens) tree species to short-term smoke exposures. We hypothesize that: (1) exposure to smoke reduces rates of photosynthesis and stomatal conductance; (2) smoke serves as a signal that results in the allocation of seedling resources away from defense chemistry production to growth.

2. Materials and Methods

Six tree species (Populus tremuloides, Acer glabrum, Quercus gambelii, Pinus ponderosa, Pseudotsuga menziesii, and Picea pungens) in their second year of growth were used as treatment units. These species were chosen because they have adaptations that allow them to survive fire through resistance or regeneration, which indicates they have evolved in response to fire. Populus tremuloides (quaking aspen), Acer glabrum (Rocky Mountain maple), and Quercus gambelii (gamble oak) respond to fire with resprouting through root suckers [34–36]. Evergreen conifer species such as Pinus ponderosa (ponderosa pine) and Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir) employ a strategy of fire resistance with their thick bark [37]. Picea pungens (blue spruce) is not known for fire resistance but it is useful as another evergreen conifer species that regularly experiences fire. All of these species are common in the Rocky Mountains and are ecologically important species. Populus tremuloides was grown from wild root cuttings from a common clone, and the remaining five species were obtained from two tree nurseries (Sun Mountain growers, in Kaysville, Utah, and Plants of the Wild, Tekoa, Washington) as potted and bare root seedlings.

Prior to planting, seedling roots were washed and fresh weight plant mass was measured. Within each species, trees of uniform mass and height were used in the study. On March 26–27, 2008, each tree was transplanted into a peat/perlite (3 : 1)-based medium of 75%–80% Canadian Sphagnum peat moss with gyspum, perlite, limestone and wetting agent (Sunshine Mix #1, Sun Gro Horticulture, Bellevue, WA) in pots 23.5 cm × 11.5 cm$^2$. Four grams of Osmocote Smart Release Plant Food with 14-14-14 were added to each pot to provide necessary nutrients for growth. The trees were in a climate controlled greenhouse for the remainder of the summer and were watered to saturation twice a week.

2.1. Smoke Treatment. From May 26–30, 2008, five replicate seedlings of each species were exposed to smoke staggered across time (one replicate each day, over a five-day period). Smoke exposure occurred for 20 minutes. A second cycle of smoke exposure on the same plants occurred from June 9–13, 2008.

The smoke chamber was fabricated from a sealed plastic cooler (95 cm × 38 cm × 45 cm). Equal parts of dried leaf material obtained from each of the six tree species in the study were used to generate the smoke. The leaves were combusted in a glass funnel fitted into a flask that was connected to the top of a glass flask. The flask was cooled in an ice bath to eliminate temperature increases inside the chamber. For 25 seconds, 500 mg of leaf material mixture were burned to ash with a butane lighter and the smoke was pulled through plastic tubing into the chamber using a vacuum connected to tubing at the bottom of the cooler. A fan inside the cooler dispersed the smoke and a florescent light inside the cooler provided low light levels. Temperatures inside of the smoke chamber never exceeded 35°C, as measured by a Hobo U10-003 data logger (Onset Computer Corporation, Pocasset, MA). A second chamber identical to the first was used for control treatments. All procedures were exactly the same for the control chamber with the exception that leaf material was not placed in the glass funnel.

It is difficult to compare our smoke exposure with what is experienced in natural settings as smoke production is extremely variable in western North America [3]. This is due in part to variations in fuel load, fuel consumption, rate of emissions, and dispersion rates [38]. Mixed conifer forest fuel loads can vary from 63–112 MT ha$^{-1}$ and aspens forests from 20–83 MT ha$^{-1}$ [38]. As we used 0.03 MT ha$^{-1}$ (leaf
mass \times \text{area of smoke chamber}, we estimate that our smoke exposure is less concentrated than what is experienced in a forest fire.

2.2. Gas Exchange. After smoke exposure, the treated plants were removed from the smoke chamber to measure rates of photosynthesis and stomatal conductance with a gas exchange system (LI-COR 6400, LI-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). Photosynthetic measurements were taken at a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of 1200 \( \mu \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \) with the 6400-04 LED blue-red light source at ambient temperature and humidity. Two measurements were taken at \( CO_2 \) concentrations of 385 ppm and 1000 ppm, respectively, with \( CO_2 \) concentrations being achieved using the \( CO_2 \) mixer to distinguish whether smoke effects on photosynthesis were related to stomatal and/or biochemical limitations [39]. Measurements were initiated by sealing the leaf in the chamber on the youngest fully expanded leaf or needles of each tree. After \( CO_2 \) and water vapor concentrations in the leaf chamber reached a steady state (60–90 seconds), rates of photosynthesis and stomatal conductance were logged. Measurements were taken immediately after smoke exposure, 30 minutes after exposure, and then every 70 minutes until 310 minutes thereafter.

To calculate leaf area for leaves that did not fill the leaf chamber, leaves were traced on paper which was cut out and then measured for area with the leaf area meter (Li-Cor 3000, Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA). Needle area was calculated by scanning an image of the needles and measuring area with Scion Image for Windows (Frederick, Maryland, USA).

2.3. Growth. On July 29, 2008, the trees were harvested for growth and mass measurements. Stem height was measured and then the seedling was cut off at soil level and both roots and shoots were dried at 60°C for 72 hours to obtain dry mass using an analytical balance (GeneMate GP-600, ISC Bioexpress, Kaysville, UT, USA).

2.4. Secondary Chemistry. Leaves and needles were removed from the seedlings nine weeks after smoke exposure (July 29, 2008) and packed on dry ice before being moved to storage at \(-80°C \) for later analysis of phenolic glycosides and condensed tannins. Leaves were freeze dried and needles were oven dried at 60°C for 72 hours. Leaf and needle material was then crushed in a Wiley Mill using a no. 10 screen. Tannins were quantified for all species using a modified butanol-HCL method described in Porter et al. [40], where approximately 50 mg of leaf material were placed in 2 mL screw-cap microcentrifuge tubes suspended in 1 mL of 70% acetic acid. The samples were then vortexed on high at 4°C for 20 minutes. The liquid supernatant was then removed and the extraction was repeated. The concentration of tannins was then quantified spectrophotometrically (SpectraMax Plus 384, MDS, Toronto, Canada) using purified tannins as a standard.

The phenolic glycosides, salicortin and tremulacin, were extracted from approximately 50 mg of aspen leaf tissue (the other species do not contain significant levels of phenolic glycosides). The tissue samples were placed in 2 mL screw cap micro-centrifuge tubes and suspended in methanol. The samples were then vortexed on high for 5 minutes. The liquid supernatant was removed and the extraction was repeated.

2.5. Statistical Analysis. We ran a Student’s \( t \)-test to test for differences in defense chemistry and growth. Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the effects of smoke exposure on rates of photosynthesis from 30 minutes after exposure to 310 minutes after exposure using time as the “within” factor [42]. Homogeneity of variance and normality were tested with Shapiro-Wilk W statistics and equal variance tests. Data that did not meet the assumptions for the parametric tests were tested using a Wilcoxon rank sum test, while the data in the graphs and tables were untransformed. Statistical analysis was performed using JMP version 7 statistical software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

3. Results

All of the species showed significant differences in stomatal conductance and rates of photosynthesis 30 minutes after exposure, except for Douglas-fir. Aspen and ponderosa pine showed the greatest reductions in photosynthesis (Figure 1). Douglas-fir initially showed a significant decrease in \( A_{\text{max}} \) for 20 \( \mu \text{mol m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \) (data not shown). Two weeks after exposure, rates of photosynthesis were measured again and there was a complete recovery in all species (data not shown).

The repeated measures analysis on rates of photosynthesis at 1000 ppm, \( CO_2 \) showed a significant time effect (\( P \)-value < 0.001) in which rates of photosynthesis recovered from smoke exposure as time progressed (Figure 2). At 1000 ppm there was also a significant interaction between time and species type (deciduous angiosperms and evergreen conifer) (\( P \)-value = .0073) with deciduous angiosperm species showing slower recovery (Figure 2). At 385 ppm \( CO_2 \), time was the only significant effect in the repeated measures model (\( P \)-value = .0209). Species type was marginally significant (\( P \)-value = .0709).

There were no significant differences for growth, condensed tannins, or phenolic glycosides (Figure 3; data not shown for the latter).

4. Discussion

The data are consistent with our first hypothesis that smoke exposure reduces rates of photosynthesis. Comparing
photosynthetic responses at ambient and saturating CO₂ concentrations suggests that smoke affects photosynthetic function by reducing stomatal conductance and through impairment of biochemical function (Figure 2). Our results show for the first time that photosynthetic sensitivity to smoke occurs across a diverse sampling of tree species and that there is wide-ranging variation in sensitivity between those species.

Because of the complexity of smoke constituents, it is hard to pinpoint which chemicals may be adversely affecting photosynthesis. Different compounds in smoke, such as NO and NO₂, affect plant species to varying degrees [43]. We found that the evergreen conifers initially recovered from the smoke exposure faster than the deciduous angiosperms (Figure 2). Thirty minutes after smoke treatments had ended, only Douglas-fir had recovered completely (initial decreased
rates of photosynthesis not shown) (Figure 1). Though evergreen conifers recovered faster than the deciduous angiosperms, there were no changes in growth patterns or defense chemistry production in response to smoke exposures (Figure 3). This indicates that there were no long-term effects from our relatively short 20-minute smoke exposures.

Why the evergreen conifers initially recovered faster than the deciduous angiosperms is unknown. Plant species can develop tolerance to pollutants that are known to affect photosynthesis [44, 45]. The greater tolerance in evergreen conifers could be a result of the different fire strategies, in which gamble oak, rocky mountain maple, and aspen employ a survival strategy of overstory morality followed by asexual regeneration at some later time [34–36]. In contrast, evergreen conifer species including ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir employ a strategy of fire resistance with their thick bark that allows the overstory to survive [37]. We hypothesize that species that employ a strategy of fire resistance would have a greater need to develop mechanisms of tolerance to avoid the negative effects of needle exposure to smoke for extended periods of time.

The results are inconsistent with second hypotheses that smoke alters growth patterns or allocation to defense chemistry. It is likely that two 20-minute smoke exposures are insufficient to elicit a growth response. In western North America, plants can be exposed to smoke on scales of weeks to months, as reviewed in [3]. Smoke exposures of such length are impractical in controlled studies but tree ring data could potentially be used to examine correlations between growth rates and smoke extent over the summer season if other confounding factors can be accounted for.

There are a few possible reasons why we did not find any significant differences in defense chemistry in response to smoke treatments. First, for aspen, it is known that different genotypes respond differently to environmental changes [29]. Here we only used one genotype and that could result in missing responses that occur in other aspen genotypes. Second, in contrast to seed germination, plants may not use smoke as a cue for physiological leaf responses following fire. Third, while we looked at two important defense compounds based on quantity and function, we certainly did not conduct a comprehensive survey of secondary metabolic responses. Finally, it is also possible that the signature of our smoke exposures (chemistry, timing, intensity) was not adequate for eliciting a defense response.

Because there are many compounds in smoke and we know so little about how they can affect plants, we have much to learn about the influence of smoke on plant function. The fact that different plant species can show varying responses to smoke, in addition to the potential for different plant species to produce their own complex suite of compounds, suggests there may be some intriguing roles for smoke in plant and ecosystem function.
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